
Pause to consider the implications of this staggering fact. It’s telling us that all physical existence
that we can see—in the form of rocks, trees, animals, humans, planets, stars, entire galaxies, and
so on—is only a tiny fraction of what actually exists based on the gravitational effects
astronomers see this hidden universe causing. Quite literally, at least 96 percent of “reality” is
simply invisible to us. We perceive so little and yet think this is all there is. So what does this
mean exactly? It means that if we open our minds to what we can’t see, then we might need to
rethink how much we know about reality. When we realize that virtually everything we currently
believe about the nature of existence comes from trusting our senses, and yet those very senses
can only detect an infinitesimally small portion of reality, we become open to questioning if we
actually know the nature of reality at all.

It’s not easy to question something when our senses report that it’s real and it’s all there is.
One day we were born and started perceiving the world. It’s all we’ve ever known. And so surely
if we perceive it in a certain way, and every one of the billions of other people like us perceive it
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Strangely, this is not what occurs. Instead of forming two vertical lines, the particles end up
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forming the interference pattern depicted in figure 1.3.
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According to classical physics, such an interference pattern can only occur if a wave is being
fired at the wall, not a particle, as seen in figure 1.4. As the peak of one wave overlaps with the
peak of another, they amplify each other, and as their troughs overlap they cancel each other.
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When the electrons are watched with a measuring device, all of a sudden they start acting like
solid particles again, instead of like a wave! It seems impossible that the electrons are
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Then there’s this cave painting shown in figure 5.2, dating to 10,000 BC, from Val Camonica,
Italy, which seems to depict two beings in protective “space” suits.
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Next, in figure 5.3, we see a cave drawing from Tassili n’Ajjer in the Sahara Desert in North
Africa, dating to 6,000 BC. Once again, we see the prototypical spaceship in the distance in the
top right, with some sort of alien being front and center.
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As you can see from the NASA photograph in Figure 6.2, there is a very clear unnatural object
built on the face of this moon (one of the moons of Mars), which is rectangular (nature does not
produce rectangles) and metallic, and casting a long shadow. This is an extremely clear picture
that provides very convincing evidence of an unnatural monument, which seems to confirm the
public statement given by NASA astronaut Buzz Aldrin of an existence of a monolith structure
on one of the moons of Mars. 44
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Figure 6.3 presents a photograph of our own moon (the backside of the moon that we never get
to see), and it very clearly shows the shadows of six large obelisk structures (resembling the
Washington, DC, monument). Nature does not produce obelisk structures like this, and it has left
many mainstream scientists baffled. Archeologists have noted that it looks precisely like
prehistoric archeological sites, and other scientists have even wanted to call this region on the
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moon “the Valley of Monuments,” according to Wilcock. 44 This shows how clear it is that this
is not a natural phenomenon we are observing.

Finally, in this stunning NASA photograph shown in Figure 6.4, we can clearly see a massive
monument of a face on the surface of Mars at the top right. Looking left, we see an entire “city”
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